Early and late renin and ANP modifications induced by bedrest.
A number of studies have been devoted to better understand the cardiovascular adaptation to space flights. These studies included hemodynamic and hormonal studies, but few investigations of the rhythms exist in the literature. However, the importance of the modifications of rhythms in true or simulated weightlessness was underlined in some published works. Several factors are probably associated to modify the circadian rhythms. First, there is a reduction or an absence of gravity, an important environmental factor: second, space missions or bed rest simulations are conducted under confinement conditions which may influence many psychological functions. The resulting instability of the circadian state will affect other physiological systems, because circadian variations are a fundamental feature of many biological systems (sleep, endocrine and cardiovascular functions). The present study was undertaken to study the effect of as well as a continuous 28-day bed rest on the rhythms of circulating PRA and ANP, the modification of rhythmicity of systolic and diastolic blood pressure and heart rate during bed rest.